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Rod retains the
Presidents Cup

From the Chairman
Ron’s Rumblings

Our new member Neil was excited to tell me
that he had submitted a feature film screen
play to the Monaco Film Festival and was delighted to be told that he is one of ten nominees for the screen writing award. With a
budget in excess of four million it is obviously
not a film that your average club could make, but someone might
buy it so good luck to you Neil. !
And talking of Neil: he submitted his film ‘If Only’ on behalf of the
club to the North V South competition and it was shown on Sunday 7th December. Although it wasn’t placed it did receive very
constructive and helpful crits. There were 18 entries from the
South and 7 from the North but despite their lacking in numbers
the North did manage to walk off with the John Wright top award
- again! The Southern entries did, however, manage second,
third and fifth places mainly thanks to the prolific entries from
Sutton Coldfield Movie Makers who submitted four films. I think
we must do something about this state of affairs don’t you? !
I recently went shopping for some HDMI leads to hitch my newly
acquired TV to the sat box. Enquiring the price in a local retailer I
was told they had special leads for £60 each. As I needed two:
one for the DVD player as well I thought this was a bit rich so
beat a hasty retreat and approached my favourite internet retailer Mr Amazon, where I was able to purchase gold plated leads
for £4.99 each. Although I can’t mention names, suffice it to say
my local dealer didn’t ‘curry’ any favours with me! So be very
careful when buying from a high street dealer and always check
online first before you part with your hard earned cash.
I watched Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger’s 1948 film
‘The Red Shoes' recently and was mesmerised by the digitally
enhanced Technicolor cinematography by the late great Jack
Cardiff. Although the film is a bit melodramatic the ballet sequence is breathtaking and I don’t think I have seen anything so
visually beautiful as this. The technique cannot of course
be emulated by amateur film makers but it is truly inspirational. I
recommend you watch it in it’s modern form if you get the
chance.
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I came across a lovely word recently: PARAPROSDOKIANS which
is a figure of speech in which the latter part of a sentence or
phrase is surprising or unexpected. For example :- Do not argue

with an idiot. He will drag you down to his level and beat you
with experience and my favourite:- Light travels faster than sound.
This is why some people appear bright until you hear them speak.

How very true!

This is my last piece of deathless prose to you my brethren as I am
now handing the reins over to Paul and wish him all the very best in
his tenure as our new worthy chairman.
With very warm and best wishes

Ron Prosser
From the Editor
I really can’t believe that this issue has come
around for publication so quickly as it seems no
time at all since I was tapping away on the keyboard for the previous issue.
I am always very grateful to the few members
that do contribute articles but I now appeal to all
our members to please submit something, after all this is your
magazine and without copy it will be difficult sustain four issues a
year in future!
I have now used my home made camera crane in anger on Ron’s
latest film and I’m in the process of documenting it’s construction,
(which could well result in an article for this publication!)

David Fenn
A warm welcome to new member
Neil O’Neil
We hope that you and all of us will enhance our knowledge together
and have some fun along the way!
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Annual Awards
With a change of venue this year, the annual awards were presented after we had enjoyed a splendid Christmas lunch at the Sergison Arms in Haywards Heath.
The awards were presented as usual, by our President Roy Langley and are listed as follows Fiction

Runner up
Third place

Fabula Cup

Non-Fiction Verita Cup

Runner up

Third place
Holiday

Horton Cup

Runner up
Third place

Magpie

Neil O’Neil

In the Docks

Rod Willerton

How to spot
an Accountant

Ken Finch

The Car Dealer
Fantasma

Jim Heath
Jack Willis

This Sculptered
Isle
Rod Willerton
Malthouse
Paul Bailey

Lake Tour
Bavaria

Rod Willerton
Richard Mercer

Alan Early

Alan Early Cup

The Dream

Jim Heath

60 Second

Belgian Trophy

Ten Years

Jim Heath

How to spot
an Accountant

Ken Finch

Novice Cup

Magpie

Neil O’Neil

Editing Trophy

In the Docks

Rod Willerton

Presidents Cup

In the Docks

Rod Willerton

Best use
of Sound

Sonus Cup

Well done to all our winners!
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Paul gets his certificate

Well done Jack!
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Alan Early Competition
The theme set by Copthorne for 2015 is In at the Deep End
A reminder of our competitions and their rules is as follows Holiday Competition (Horton Cup)
The holiday competition films are shown in the Spring to get over the
Winter blues. Members vote on the evening, for two films to be put
forward for the President's Cup, the vote for which is held in October.
NonNon-Fiction Competition (Verita Cup)
The films in this category are shown usually in June and as with the
holiday films, two are carried forward from the members votes to the
final of the President's Cup
Fiction Competition (Fabula Cup) / (President's Cup)
The films in the Fiction category, plus those brought forward from
the Holiday and Non-Fiction competitions are shown. All are eligible
to be nominated for the President's Cup by member’s votes.

The reason that we have to split the competitions up is the time factor, as usually we have enough holiday and non-fiction films for a
complete evening, whereas the fiction category entries are usually
shorter in length and fewer in number.
Alan Early Competition (Alan Early Cup)
Entries for this completion are made to a theme and must be no longer than 5 minutes total screen time (including titles and credits)

60 Second Competiton (Belgian Trophy)
Entries for this competition can be on any subject but, as the name
suggests, must not exceed 60 seconds on screen.
The Competition Secretary needs to know what films are being entered two meetings before the competitions are held.
.

Photographs in this issue by
Ron Prosser
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Dr. Proseer’s medical moments
I don’t know about you, but I have to confess that I had considerable
difficulty understanding the recent article in Film & Video Maker,
which dealt with a relatively rare affliction suffered by amateur Movie
Makers.
The technical name for the disease which can apparently strike without warning at any time in the ‘Editing Season’ is ‘Progressive Scan’
and “its symptoms are, without doubt, bizarre” to say the least. A
Movie Maker in the throws of an attack of ‘P.S.’ sets up a movie camera on a tripod in the garden and then without any obvious motivation
proceeds to walk round it, at the same time pulling the Pan handle in a
360 degree arc. Often at this time the victim suffers a ‘Flickering of
the interface’ which can be extremely painful and embarrassing
Fortunately treatment is available but rather drastic, it requires complete isolation from any form of digital equipment and lengthy exposure to 8 mm . This ‘aversion therapy ’ is generally successful and the
patient can slowly be restored to health over a period of time.
Unfortunately it seems that other forms of this dreadful disease have
mutated over the last few months and is reported to be spreading rapidly. A variation known as ‘Synchro Scan’ appeared suddenly in Haywards Heath recently, which responded to treatment from a new drug
from ‘Premier Pharmaceuticals’. This drug is still experimental but
can be obtained on prescription under the trade name of ‘Title Safe’.
Alternately an ‘Apple’ a day works wonders. Elsewhere reports have
been coming in of cases of ‘Clear’ and ‘Over Scan’ both being obvious
mutations from the original infection.

Quick quips from June
Walt Disney was sacked by his employers at the newspaper where he
worked because they said he no imagination.
They got that wrong didn’t they?
Thomas Edison's teacher's told him he was too stupid to learn anything.
Well there's hope for us all!
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Programme Reminder
Jan 6
Jan 20
Feb 3

AGM
N v S Showreel
30second advert planning + SERIAC
Showreel
AV evening
Holiday Competition
“Edit your way” results

Feb 17
Mar 3
Mar 17

Refreshment Rota
Jan 6
Jan 20
Feb 3
Feb 17
Mar 3
Mar 17

Mervyn Hugget & Tony Pethers
Rod Willerton & David Fenn
June & Paul Bailey
Roy Langley & Stephen Cropp
Alan Tyler & Jim Heath
Paul Wood & A N Other

Remember!

If you are unable to attend on your night, please change with someone
else and update the sheet on the notice board

Please do a stock take at the end of your night and tell Liz if
any items require to be replenished

Next Issue
The next issue of The Linking Shot will be at the end of March 2015
Send contributions to linkingshot@hotmail.co.uk no later than
1st March please
Views expressed by members in the Linking Shot may
not be the views of the HHMM committee unless stated

